
Question Cards
Prompts to get kids asking and answering questions

Follow the purple guidelines to cut out your question cards.

What is your          
favourite colour?

What is your          
favourite number?

What is your          
favourite video 

game?

How many brothers 
and sisters do you 

have?

Describe yourself. What is your          
favourite food?



Question Cards
Prompts to get kids asking and answering questions

What is your          
favourite sport?

What is your          
favourite animal and 

why?

What is your          
favourite cartoon? 

Are you left or right 
handed?

What is your          
favourite movie?

What are you most 
afraid of?

Follow the purple guidelines to cut out your question cards.



Question Cards
Prompts to get kids asking and answering questions

What do you want 
to be when you 

grow up?

What is your          
favourite show on 

Netflix?

Do you have a pet? 
What kind?

When is your     
birthday?

If you could travel 
anywhere, where 

would you go?

What’s your            
favourite book?

Follow the purple guidelines to cut out your question cards.
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What is your       
saddest memory?

Describe your mum. Describe your dad.

What is one thing 
that you love about 

yourself?

What type of music 
do you like?

What is your       
happiest memory?

Follow the purple guidelines to cut out your question cards.
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Do you have a    
nickname?
What is it?

Talk about a time 
that a friend let you 

down.

What is your          
favourite holiday 

that you have been 
on?

What are some     
responsibilities that 
you have at home?

What is one nice 
thing you have done 
for someone in the 

past month?

When you’re with 
your friends, how do 
you decide what to 

do together?

Follow the purple guidelines to cut out your question cards.



Question Cards
Prompts to get kids asking and answering questions

Follow the purple guidelines to cut out your question cards.

Use the empty template below and create your own questions.


